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ABSTRACT

The

task

of concurrency control is to synchronize

the

user transactions on this data base and with this to
avoid conflicts that lead to faulty or inconsistent
data.
Concurrency control has been subject to active
research for quite some time and several concurrency

control algorithms have been proposed and implemented.
The relative performance of these methods varies
depending on the system environment (work load,
user
performance,
reliability requirements etc.).
No method
showed a superior performance in all or a majority
applications.
A
needed

adaptable
that

concurrency

control

mechanism

provides the optimal behavior in terms

of
is
of

response time and throughput in all or at least many
possible applications. This mechanism is able to change
the concurrency control algorithm depending on the
tem environment.
The

target of the research that is

described

this paper is the selection of the concurrency
algorithm that is most suitable for achieving

sysin

control
a high

performance in the given system environment.
An

expert

system is proposed for

this

function

that operates on-line,
real-time and without human
assistance. A prototype software has been implemented in

PROLOG.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Concurrency control is a necessary function in a distributed data base system.
is

The task of concurrency control

synchronize the user transactions on this data
base and with
this to avoid conflicts
that lead to
faulty or inconsistent data.
The different
types of
to

conflicts and their consequences are described in {I}
Concurrency
research

control
[1),

for

has been subject

quite some time and

several

algorithms have been proposed

[17),

relative

control

[18),

[19),

(20),

(21),

and

(22),

to

active

concurrency

implemented

[23),

performance of these methods varies

(24). The

depending

on the system environment ( work load, user performance,

reliability

requirements

superior performance
tions {1},{21.
These
problems

No

method

sho~ed

in all or a majority of

performance

for

etc.).

differences

are

a

applica-

significant

the design of distributed data base

sys-

terns. It is not sufficient for flexible and high performance
one

distributed data base systems to

implement

of these concurrency control algorithms.

rency

control

optimal

mechanism is needed

that

just

A concur-

provides

the

behavior in terms of response time and through-

put in all or at least many possible applications.
mechanism

has

environments

to be able to adapt to

changing

This
s~s~em

by changing the concurrency control

algo-

ri thms ,...hen appropriate.
The adaptability of the concurrency control mechanism

requires

able

to

ronment,

the distributed data base system

identify the user behavior
to measure the

s~stem

and

to

system

be

envi-

performance, to evaluate

this information and to adapt to the systems environment
by

choosing

the

concurrency

control

algorithms

for

operation that is most suitable.
This paper is organized in five major sections. In
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Section

2 the problem of adaptability is described

and

analyzed in detail. The subject of interest for this
paper is defined. Section 3 analyzes the control problem
and proposes an expert system as a solution.
The expert
system is outlined in its components. The details of the
expert system are discussed in Section 4. The software
and its capabilities are described and the format for
the knowledge base is defined.
Section 5 presents a
scenario and shows how the expert system will operate on
it.
Some tests are described. Finally, in Section 6 our
conclusions and suggestions for future work are outlined ..

2. CONCURRENCY CONTROL AND ADAPTABILITY
2.A. CONCURRENCY CONTROL
The concurrency control problem has been well formalized
by {4}.
It can be shoun that all concurrency control
algorithms are variations of three basic techniques
(4) J {oj J
which are DSR (acyclic cycle graph)
phase locking) and SSR (time stamps).

2PL (t;..;o

J

Figure 1 {4} displays the three classes of concurrency control algorithms in the space of legal and
serializable

histories.

Each rectangle represents

the

set of histories that is accepted by a particular class
of concurrencJ".
The

different

areas

that are covered

rectangles give a taste of the different
capabilities.

by

synchronizing

Several parameters were identified in {l},
{3}

that

particular

these

(2) and

can be used to describe the performance of
concurrency

control algorithm

in

a

a

given

system environment. These parameters and their informational power will be discussed in Section 5.
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H (all legal histories)

SR (all se:ializable hi3to.rie9)

DSR (acyelie eonB.ic:t graph.!)
SSR

(strictly serializable)

Q

,PL

P3

I

S (.. nol)

I

Figure 1 Classes of Concurrency

Z.B. ADAPTATION
The problem of adaptation consists of three subproblems.
The first aspect is the measurement and identification of the current system performance state. The

information
gathered

for

for

the

adaptation

and evaluated.

decision

making

The second aspect is the

a concurrency control algorithm that would

is
test

outper-

form the currently running algorithm. Finally, the adaptation strategy to replace the current concurrency

con-

trol algorithm by this other algorithm is of interest.
In the adaptable distributed data base system each
site is responsible for gathering locally the values for
the parameters that are used to describe the performance
state. The data is collected and converted into globally
representative parameter values that describe the system
performance state.

4

The decision making mechanism then evaluates the
global parameter values that are generated and eventually triggers a process that decides about replacing
currently running concurrency control algorithm
another one. The tasks of this mechanism can be
cribed as follows:

the
with
des-

- to recognize the system environment changes that
might reduce the performance of the
buted data base system,
- to identify

the concurrency

control

distrialgorithm

that is most suitable for this system state.
- to evaluate whether the performance problems
justify a replacement and eventually
- to trigger the adaptation mechanism.
Figure 2 summarizes these four tasks.

1. RECOGNIZE NEED
ihe iruere!1 il to recognize fjllIem enlJironemenlc~angellh~tm~ke

achcnge oi concurren.cycomrol algoruhtnJ lUilable

2. IDENTIFY ALGORITHM
The concurrency control algorithm Iha! il mOlllUuable forlhe
curreN !Vliem environm:N hal to be idenli[ied.

3. EVALUATE CHANGE
The perform.~nce galt'll ihct are achieved through achd!lg~ ~re
matched ag~irutlhe com of the change.

4, TRIGGER AUAPTATION
The ~dapla[ion mechan~m inlhe diltriouled dala bale lYHem ~
triggered.
Figure 2 Tasks of the Decision Making Mechanism
Unfortuna~elYI

the relationships between the concurrency

control algorithms and the parameters that represent the
system performance state are difficult to model.
Very

5

little information is available about the magnitude and
direction of the performance variation of the algorithms,

no

method

to quantify the performance of

algorithms is defined and the impact of each
on the performance of an algorithm is not
known.
An

to

parameter
precisely

expert system appears to be the best

strategy

capture the incomplete and unorganized expert

ledge

in

this

domain and to

strategy of the system {6},

{7}

control
I

{8},

the

the

know-

adaptation

{9}. This expert

system would operate on the parameters that are provided
by the system and would identify the most suitable
algorithm
deduction

for the given system performance state using
rules that describe the known relationships

between the concurrency control algorithms and the parameters. Due to the configuration of the distributed data
base system
assistance.

this

process is

executed

without

human

The questions that arise are:
the frequency of
data collection and decision making, the parameters that
have to be collected,
the hysterese of reaction of
adaptation etc. {2}.

z.c.

Adaptation Strategy

One way of changing concurrency control methods while
the system is operating is to simply stop accepting new
transactions,
wait until all in-progress transactions
are completed,
and start accepting transactions again
using the new concurrency control method {3]. This solution has a severe drawback: the transactions that arrive
at

the

aborted

system
or

during

this intermission

have to wait.

The

have

distributed

data

to

be"
base

system is not available.
As a consequence the response
time will go up and the throughput will decrease significantly

for

this

time.

The cost of

this

temporary

6

reduction will in many cases exceed the
gains that are achieved through the change
of concurrency algorithms.
performance
performance

Another possible strategy of adaptation is to
convert the concurrency control information that is used
by the currently running algorithm (e. g.
locks) into
concurrency control information that is required by

the

replacement algorithm (e. g. time stamps). This requires
the implementation of conversion routines.
The conversian process still requires an intermission of the
transaction processing while the conversion process is
running but this intermission appears to be shorter than
in the first strategy.
conversion process is.

The question is how costly

A third strategy is preferred by {2].

(3}.

this
It is

proposed to run both,
the currently running and the
replacement algorithm,
for an interlude time.
During
this time transactions have to be accepted by both,
the
new and the old algorithm,
in order to commit.
Transactions that are not accepted by one of the ti.;o algorithms

have to be aborted.
The old algorithm is shut
down once the history is satisfactory to the nel'; method.
Thi s
is the case when all transactions are terminated
that ~ere started before the new concurrency
began operation.

controller

The performance of the distributed data base systern will decrease,
due to the cost of running two concurrency control algorithms in parallel.
It is expected
that this decrease will be less significant than for the
tt.;o other methods. Another problem that needs investigation is to identify the percentage of transactions that
are aborted due to running two concurrency control algorithms in parallel.
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z.C. SUBJECT OF RESEARCH
The

target

of the research that is described

in

this

paper is the second aspect,
the testing of candidate
concurrency control algorithms for their suitability in
the current system environment.
The other two aspects,
the collection of the parameter values and the actual
change of the concurrency control algorithm J
are discussed in {2} and {3}.
the

An expert system will be proposed for performing
four tasks that were defined in Subsection 2.B. A

prototype

software

has been implemented in PROLOG.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
3.A. THE aDAPTATION CONTROL PROBLEM
The

four tasks of the adaptation control module are

recognize

unsatisfactory

behavior of

the

to

distributed

data base system, identify the most suitable replacement
algorithm,
justify the change and to trigger the change
(see figure 2).
The

parameter

'response time'

is

a

sufficient

indicator to recognize unsatisfactory behavior (task II.
Critical

values for the response time are specified

by

the systems designer.
The decision making mechanism is
triggered ~.;henever the response time exceeds these critical values.
The
heuristic
replacement

decision about a change is made based on a
measure that represents the ration betl.. een
cost and performance gain (task 3).

If the

decision is to replace the currently running algorithm
then simply an identification of this algorithm ~s
passed

to the 'system.

There the required routines

are

loaded and the adaptation process takes place (task -t).

8

The crucial part of the decision making mechanism
is the test of the available set of concurrency control
algorithms for their suitability in the current environ-

ment (task 2).
The suitability value for an algorithm
describes its relative applicability for the current
system performance state. This test is based on the
parameter values that are supplied by the system and the
knowledge

that was implemented in the

knowledge

base.

The expert system performs the inferences on these parameters and this knowledge and returns the suitability
measures for the algorithms.
The specifications for the implementation of
expert system can be described as follows:

the

- several candidate concurrency control algorithms
have to be tested at the same time and on the
same parameter values for their suitability,
- the parameter values that are supplied by the
distributed data base system describing its
current state vary in completeness,
ness, reliability and recency,

correct-

the decision making has to be done in real-time
and the results have to be obtained in a
minimum of time,
- the

decision making has to be executed
and without human assistance I

on-line

- the behavior of the distributed data base system
is

dynamic

update
sion

I

'(.;hich means that the system may

the parameter values while the

deci-

making process at the expert system

executing.

is

The expert system has to react to

these updates in order to avoid decisions
that are already obsolete when issued to the
system.
Figure 3 summarizes these specifications.
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1. SEVERAL CANDIDATE ALGORITHMS
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3. REAL-TIME OPERATION
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4. NO HUMAN ASSISTANCE
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5. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR
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Figure 3 Specifications for the Expert System

3.B. EXPERT SYSTEM
Figure
of

E~VIRONMENT

4 is a schematic diagram showing the

components

the expert system and its relationship to the

other

components of our distributed data base system.
In

figure 4 the distributed data base

system

is

represented by three sites. The major components are the
concurrency controller ~ith the algorithm pool,
the
atomicit~

controller,

the access manager. the data base
and the parser connecting to the users.
The algorithm
pool
is the location where the routines reside that
implement the different concurrency control algorithms.
The system interface connects the distributed data
base

system

interface has
the

local

to

the adaptation

t~o

major functions.

control

module.

This

First,

it collects
performance states from the sites and gene-

rates the parameter values for the global system

state.
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EXPERT SYSTEM 'WITHIN THE DISTRIBUTED

DATABASE SYSTEM
EXPERT
SYSTOl

Figure 4 Adaptable Distributed Data Base System
These parameter

values

are available to the

adaptation

manager. The other function is to pass replacement decisions

to the concurrency controllers of the local sites

thus triggering the change of concurrency control

algo-

rithms.
The adaptation manager monitors the global perfor-

mance state as provided by the system interface and
decides ~hen to start the expert system for another test
for a
rithm.

suitable replacement concurrency control algoDuring these tests at the expert system the

adaptation manager provides the parameter values.

a

After

successful test the adaptation manager evaluates

the

replacement costs against the gains and decides finally
~hether to execute the replacement.
lity

The expert system is the location of the suitabitest.
This test matches the available candidate

concurrency

control

algorithms to the

current

global

11

system performance state and returns for each algorithm
a suitability measure.
This measure describes a prediction how well this algorithm would perform in the current system environment relative to the other algorithms.

3.C. EXPERT SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
The general approach for building the inference engine
the expert system can be chosen based on the specifications that were defined in Subsection 3.A. The backward
deduction approach tests a single goal for its suitability and returns a measure for this.
The approach
seems therefore not to be suitable for the given problem
that requires to test several candidates in relation to
each other at the same time.
The forward deduction approach appears to be the
better choice {lO},
(ll}.
A forward deduction system
generates

a solution to a given problem by expanding

solution tree level by level.

a

On each level the locally

optimal path is chosen based on heuristics for continuing the expansion. The operation terminates whenever
a goal (solution) is achieved or a termination criterion
is reached
parallel.

Several candidates are processed

in

Figure 5 displays the expert system components

in

detail.

{ll}

Four functions are distinguished: the knowledge

base, the shell, the system link and the user interface.
The knowledge base is the location of deduction
rules and declarative knowledge (facts) about the system.
that
and

The shell (or inference engine) is the mechanism
generates the solution based on parameter inputs
the knowledge.

operator

The user interface permits a

human

to interact with the system in order to

solve

problems that are created through missing kno~ledge. The
system link is used by the adaptation manager to start

12
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Figure 5 The Expert System
and

control

the operation of

the

expert

to

provide the parameter values and finally to extract the
results.

In the next Section the implementation of these
functions is presented and the topics,
dynamic behavior
of the expert system and decision making
tainty are discussed.

under

uncer-

4. THE EXPERT SYSTEM
4.A. EXPERT SYSTEN SHELL
The expert system shell consists of four components: the
inference

engine,

the

rule selection

mechanism,

decision processor and the support functions.

the

Figure

displays the expert system shell.
The

task of the inference engine is to match

the
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INFERENCE ENGINE
SYSTDI UNK

",,'""""~ INF~~:NC~
ENGINE

.~UL:: IN!
SELECTION

•

tDEC1SlON

_I AL;~"HI\

1

Rac~s::;oill"

I

HIS,ijillC

SUPPO.'H
rUII:CTIIlNSr:

FUNC7j"N

L

UP!!"""
='UNC7:DN

Figure 6 Expert System Shell

current condition set against the conditions of deduction rules in the knowledge base.
The last loaded parameter value is used by this process as the variable
value.
The rules that were successfully matched and
unified are collected in the set of applicable rules.
Figure 7 displays the match and expansion mechanism.
Some of the rules might have additional conditions

besides
rules

the
an

conditions that were

additional consistency

matched.
check

For these
tests whether

these conditions violate the decision state.

If they are

consistent the deduction rule is appended to the set
applicable rules.
The
cable

selection mechanism loads the set

of

of

appli-

rules and tests them on three heuristics in order

to identify a locally optimal rule.

The optimal rule in

this case is defined to be the deduction rule that has
the highest impact on the identification of a most
suitable replacement concurrency control algorithm.
The

heuristics

use the recency of the

parameter

that is processed,

the number of the conditions in the
deduction rule and the strength of the rule as factors.
The

number of the conditions is an indicator

for

14

forward(Condl and Cond2,[Alg/P:RestJ,Newl,Depth,Trace,
(Rulenum,Condl and Cond2:So1utionll:bagof{Rule:if candidate Aig and Condl and Cond2 and Morecondition
then Action uith Strength,
(Rule:if candidate Aig and Condl and Cond2 and Morecondition
then Action uith Strength,
test(Morecondition,Condl and Cond2,Trace»),
Ruleset) ,

pick(Ruleset,[Rulenum:if candidate Alg and Condl and
.
Cond2 and Morecondition then Action with Strengthl ,Restrulesl , Depth! is Depth+l,
!,

Trace!

= [Rulenum:if candidate Aig and Condl and
Cond2 and Morecondition then Action with Strength:Trace],

(update([AlgjP:Rest],Strength,Condl and

Cond2,~ewl,

forward(Action,New,Newl,Depthl,Tracel,Solutionl;
not backtrack mark(IiJ.
match([Alg/P:RestJ,Newl,Depthl,Trace,So!ution,Restru!esll.

Figure 7 Match and Expansion Mechanism
the specifity of the rule under consideration.
Specifity means that this rule has a higher degree of refinement than another more general rule and therefore should
be considered first. The recency of the parameter values
describes the usability of these parameters for thE
decision making,
old values are less usable than recent
values.

Finally

the strength of a rule

indicates

the

confidence of the expert and systems designer into the
deduction rule under consideration. Figure 8 displays a
deduction rule with twa match and one concistency
condition.
~uleZ

: if
""ndi!!"te X
000
updllt"_~elld.. n17
00'

.qulll" T • Z

nu~oer_at_".. ntll<:t3

.qulll" P _ K

00'

Y l."_l" ... _equIIl O.S -

1

~hen

nUlloe"_"f_con,lict,,

~eque"t

a _ v

00'

ul'd .. te_~e .. dan17 equal" Y - ",/
000

nue"er_oi_conflict" equlll" R • v
"Hi'!.

3trenlti'l.(O.a,l.:I.

Figure 8 Deduction Rule
The deduction rule that was selected by the selection mechanism is passed to the decision processor. Here
the rule is applied on the candidate concurrency control
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algorithms.

The

goal of the decision processing is

to

modify the suitability measure for the different candidate algorithms.

The reliability measure of the parameter, the
strength values of the deduction rule,
the parameteralgorithm relationship factor and the current suitability measure of the algorithm are the
computing a new suitability measure.
All

candidate algorithm whose

arguments

suitability

for
value

fall below a predefined minimum are discarded. The
remaining candidate algorithms are sorted depending on
the suitability value.
The history supporting function records the result
of a decision making operation of the expert system in a
history file.
This file can be used by experts to evaluate, debug and refine the knowledge base of the expert
system in order to improve its performance.
The knowledge supporting function records new knowledge that was
provided by experts during a decision making run.

4.8. USER INTERFACE
The

user interface provides a link to

human

operator.

The Expert system can use the link to prompt the systems
operator for missing knowledge and the systems operator
can use it for on-line monitoring of the performance
the adaptation module.

of

During a decision making process the expert system
might reach a point from where it cannot proceed because
necessary knowledge is missing.
track

and

It normally would back-

restart the decision making process

from

a

lower level. If a systems operator is on-line the expert
system
ledge.

can
The

prompt the operator for the missing knowsystem operator informs the expert system

about his availability by asserting a simple fact
operates as a switch.

that

16

The operator can prompt the system for some infor-

mation by using the 'why' function.
basically retrieves the trace of the
making

The why
current

function
decision

process and the suitability values of the candi-

date algorithms.

Based on this information the operator

can make decisions and eventually enter new

declarative

knowledge into the knowledge base.
The modification of
the deduction rule base has to be done off-line through
editing the deduction rules file.

4.C. SYSTEM LINK AND ADAPTATION MANAGER
The

system link connects the adaptation manager and the

expert system.

that

Whenever the adaptation manager

decides

a test for a replacement concurrency control algo-

rithm is needed it sends an initialization
the expert system.
The

expert

message

system starts operating and

to

requests

step by step the parameter values from the adaptation
manager as it proceeds in its decision making.
The
adaptation manager returns on each request the requested
parameter value and the reliability value for this particular parameter.
After terminating its operation (a candidate algorithm was found or another termination criterion ~as
met)
the candidate algorithms and the associated suitability values are returned to the adaptation manager via
the system link.
The adaptation manager maintains the functions
monitor

the

distributed data base

system,

to

to

decide

about when to activate the expert system,
to evaluate
the gains and costs of a change of algorithms and
finally to trigger the change.
The
performance
and

parameter

values that represent

the

system

state are generated in the system interface

stored in a file that is periodically

accessed

by

17

the

adaptation

manager.

The adaptation manager

loads

these parameter values as they come in and checks
for changed values. Depending on the parameter the
values may vary in a predefined range.
Whenever the adaptation manager recognizes that
response time goes below a predefined level it

the

starts the expert system.

The expert system receives an

identification of the currently running algorithm and
the value for the response time.
The test of the available concurrency algorithms
for suitability at the expert system returns a value per
algorithm that describes the suitability measure for
this algorithm.
The distance between the suitability
value for the currently running and the value for the
most

suitable

concurrency control algorithm serves

heuristic measure for the replacement decision.

as

If this

distance value is high this indicates a high profit of a
change to the replacements algorithm.
A small distance
value indicates that the costs of the change
the gains.

outweight

Finally,
if the decision was made to replace the
currently running concurrency control algorithm with the
most

suitable replacement algorithm then a

message

is

sent to the concurrency controllers of all sites via the
systems interface.
The message simply contains the
identification of the replacement algorithm.
4.0. DYNAMIC BEHAVIOR

A dynamic behavior of the expert system was defined as a
requirement

in

the specifications in

Subsection

3.A.

Dynamic behavior of the expert system means that changes
in
and

the parameter set during a test run
that

rolling
made.

are

recognized

the expert system reacts to these changes
back

some of the decisions

that

are

by

already

18

The dynamic behavior is required in order to avoid
that a replacement decision is already obsolete when it
is executed in the distributed data base system. An
unnecessary
change would waste computing time and
degrade the short term as well as the long term system
performance.
The dynamic behavior assures that the
change decision is always based on the most recent data
and

~ith

this achieves a maximum of reliability.

Furthermore,

the dynamic behavior acts as a safty

check that avoids that the adaptati~n mechanism reacts
to short term changes in the system performance state.
These short term changes can be a load peak followed by
a return to. the previous state or a time period with
very many,
frequent changes in different parameter
values due to different user applications. In both cases
it is not suitable to replace the concurrency control
algorithm because the cost of the change will exceed the
short term gains of this change.
The

dynamic behavior is implemented as

a

check-

and-backtrack routine.
The expert system maintains a
list with all parameter values that ~ere used in the
previous steps of a test run.

On each step this list is

compared with the current parameter list of the adaptation manager. If a difference of sufficient significance
~s

detected the decision making process is stopped

and

rolled back to the point where the changed parameter was
introduced to the decision making.
The process is
restarted at this point with the new parameter value.
In

the case of a short term change of the

system

performance the expert system would roll back to the
initialization of the expert system (From there no
restart
state

is

executed).

The change of

the

performance

has to be short enough so that the new

values arrive before
finishes successfully.
If

the test in

the

the system performance state

~s

parameter

expert

system

characterized
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by

frequent changes during some time period the

expert

system would perform a back and forth
jumping without
terminating.
Only after reaching a balanced state the
expert system would terminate proposing an algorithm for
this

stable

state.

This

back and

forth

jumping

is

desired because it prevents the expert system from making a change decision that was based on an instable
systems environment. The distributed data base system is
not burdened with the algorithm change effort
gaining much advantage from this change.

without

4.E. DECISION MAKING UNDER UNCERTAINTY
The

decision

making in the expert system

finding

the

most suitable algorithm for the concurrency control
mechanism is a process that is characterized by uncertainty.
The parameter values that describe the system
environment are of limited correctness,
completeness,
reliability and recency and it is questionable whether
they describe the system environment is sufficient detail

{2}

relation

{3}.

The deduction rules are used to

ships between parameters and

model

algorithms

that

are not precisely known {II,
{2}. Finally the relationships between the parameters and the algorithms are not
clearly identified.
The expert system provides the approach to achieve
decisions In this environment.
The decision (or the
decision alternatives) are associated with belief values
(here called suitability values)
that describe the
certainty that the derived solution is the desired
The

suitability values (belief values) are

modification

in

each

step

process.
Several approaches
Dempster-Schafer theory {IZ} I

{14l,

of

the

one.

subject

decision

to

making

were developed like the
{13}, the bayesian theory

{IS} and the certainty factors in MYCIN [16}.
In this work another heuristic model was developed
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that is similar to the bayesian model.

The modification

of the suitability value in one decision
depends on several factors in our model.

making

step

The evidence factor describes the reliability of
the parameter value. The system interface defines this
value describing reliability,
completeness, recency and
correctness of the parameter value.
The value is
returned with the actual parameter value from the adaptation manager when the parameter value is requested.
The
dence or

deduction rule factor represents the confirelevance that is assigned to this deduction

rule. The ,expert that defines a rule attaches this value

to this rule.
In our implementation even t~o deduction rule
factors were attached. The one value is used for increasing suitability values and the other for decreasing
suitability values.
The attachment of two factor values
permits a to refine decision making.
A particular parameter value might indicate that the suitability for one
group of candidate algorithms can be increased significantly.
At the same time the suitability decrease for
another

group of algorithms might be mild.

rent strength of modification is
two deduction rule factors.

~efined

This diffe-

through

using

The relationship factor models the relationship
between a particular algorithm and a particular parameter.
The suitability of an algorithm is defined to be
high if the parameter value is within a predefined range
and low if it is in another range.
For example a high
value for the 'ratio update/read_only' parameter would
indicate

that the optimistic algorithm is most probably

not very suitable.
Hould

be

below 1.

The relationship value for this case
The ranges for

the

parameters

in

relationship to the algorithms are represented by facts
in the knowledge base.
With

these three factor and the previous suitabi-
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Ii ty ·value for a candidate concurrency control algorithm

the new suitability value for the algorithm is computed.
Figure 9 exhibits the arithmetic algorithm for the computation.
if RELl < RELZ
if '1'2) 1
~

~

if

: REL2

~

('1'2 _ 1)/(1

RELI) + (I - '1'2

%

RELI)/!I - RELI)

•

RELI)/!I

'1'2 <= 1

if

RELl

= '1'2 + (1 - T21/RELI

REL:
,
, > RELZ
,

RELZ

,~

if

n

if

Tl

,

~

,~

~

SUIT_SEW = M

Tl

%

•

•

"

ITl

-

- TIl/RELl

•

RELI)

tIl (1

•

-n

-

RELI}

"

RELZ

PROS/(I + PROBI
REL2 = relationship factor
= second deduction rule factor
SUIT_NEW = new sui~abilit7 value

RELI = reliabi!it7 of the parame~er
'1'1
= fir9~ deduc~ion rule factor
SUIT_OLD = old suitability value

TZ

Figure 9 Arithmetic Algorithm

4.F. KNOWLEDGE BASE
The knowledge base contains the deduction rules,
the
facts and general data. Figure 10 displays the knOwledge
base.
The

maln location of knowledge are the

deduction

rules.
They are matched and unified by the
machine- during the decision making process.

inference

INFERENCE ENGINE

1

KNOI,./LEDGEBASE
RULE
SASE

FACTS

GEIlERA

FUNC-

DATA

nONS

Figure 10 Knowledge Base
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Two types of deduction rules can be distinguished.
The 'assigned' rules name a concrete concurrency control
algorithm as a first condition. This indicates that they
are only applicable when this algorithm has the

highest

suitability value of all candidates. The general rules
can be matched by the inference engine independent of
the candidate algorithm
suitability value.

with

the

currently

highest

The fact base contains the mainly the relationship

factor values and the general knowledge stores the
ministrative knowledge of the system.

ad-

5. IMPLEMENTATION

5.A. IMPLEMENTATION OVERVIEW
In this Section the implementation details are
ted.
The

PROLOG.

prototype

PROLOG

expert system

appears

to

be

a

is

presen-

implemented

powerful

tool

in

for

implementing prototype systems in general and of expert
systems in particular {25}, {26}, {27}, {28}, {29}.
The
developer

built-in inference machine frees the systems
from all work on the flow control aspect of

programming
The

and

permits to build the code in

matching and

unificatio~

modules.

mechanism of PROLOG

finds

the path through the provided code modules. This feature
of PROLOG reduces the likelihood of programming errors
and makes the PROLOG programs easy to modify and extend.
A
subset

scenario
of

was developed and

the entire control

expert system
test cases.

implemented

problem.

The

is tested on this scenario with

as

a

prototype
several

First, the parameters are defined that are used to
describe the system environment. The concurrency control
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algorithms are selected and described that will be

sub-

ject of the suitability t e s t s . , _ _ _ -

~fV"'"

The content of the~men~knOWledgebase is
presented.
Some information about the design of their
knowledge base are provided.

Finally the expert system is exhibited running on
some test cases. The major aspects of these runs are
commented.

4.B. PARAMETERS AND ALGORITHMS
Twelve parameters were selected for the description of
the current status of the distributed data base system.
They are briefly defined below:
1. response time.

This is the parameter that describes

the performance of the distributed data base system in general and allows to decide whether the
concurrency control algorithm has to be changed.
2. transaction
conflicts
time unit.

conflicts.
bet~een

The

relative

number

transactions occurring

in

of
one

3. roll back cost. The cost of rolling back and restarting a transaction with T/O or optimistic concurrency control after this transaction failed.
4. blocking delay.
The average waiting time for transactions
in the case of a transaction conflict in a
locking scheme.
5. update/readonly

ratio.

The ratio between

readonly

and update transactions in the system at one time.
6. multi-programming level.
The number of transactions
processed in the system at a time.
7. transaction size.
sizes

The mix of different

transaction

is described (all short transactions or

of short and long transactions).
8. arrival rate.
The
average number of

new

mix

trans-

actions arriving in the distributed data base.
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9. semantics. Knowledge about the distributed data base
system, its environment and its performance.
10. communication

overhead.

This

parameter

describes

the amount of communication activity of the system.
11. CPU and 1/0- utilization. This parameter describes
the current utilization of the local processors.
12. concurrency control overhead. The relative amount of
processing work that is required for a concurrency
control algorithm.
Figure 11 displays the parameters.

1. PEPONSE TIME
2. TRANSACTION CONFUCffi
l ROllSAOWJST
4. 8LOC<!NG OaAY
5. UPOAlEiREADONlYAAJlO
6, HULJ1.FROGRAMHING LEVEl
7. TRANSACTION SIZE
9. MANAlRAiE
9. S8"ANTlCS
10, COHHUNI~TlONOVERHEAD
11. C?JAND I/O UTII..IZAnON
12. CONaJRRENC'I' CONTROL OVERHEAD

Figure 11 Parameters
y control methods were chosen to be
Seven co;purrenc
if .
subject t
testing in the expert system. Four of these
methods belong to the group of two-phase-Iocking methods
(2, 3, 6, 7), two are timestamp-ordering - T/O - methods
{4,

5},

and one is an optimistic method (1). The seven

methods are briefly
1.

crere

below:

graPhC~~~etection for
read/write
and
~rite/write, this method executes all trans-

\~,Jr-

C~~~

~roduced

actions and creates after the execution a ~
graph.
It then searches this cycle graph and
if

~ts

~~

.~

are detected one

transaction

is

7

rolled back using a

historY~
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2. centralized 2PL, the locktable is maintained at one
central site of the distributed data base system,
3. primary

2PL,

primary 2PL is a special form of the

centralized 2PL scheme. The locktable for a data
item is maintained at one site but different data
items have different central sites.
4. basic T/C I
timestamp control avoids conflicts
between transactions by comparing timestamps.
If
conflicts are detected one of the conflicting
transactions is rolled back.
5. basic

TIO for read/write

and Tomas Write Rule for

write/write, the Tomas write rule permits certain

conflicts between two write operations
they do not affect the data consistency.

because

6. decentralized 2PL, the locktables are maintained at
all sites.
This means that write transactions
have to acquire locks at all sites that hold a
copy of the target data item.
7. majority vote locking, this scheme is similar to 6.
The difference is that both read and ~rite transaction need to get the locks on the majority of
the sites In 6 a read transaction only needs one
local lock and the write all locks.
Figure 12 exhibits the concurrency control algorithms.

(;.vJ,,1:.

vr

I Vj"~

I. i;tc(£GflAFHOEiECTION
~C8ffiWJZED2ft

3. FAI!"AAY ZR..
4. BASIC T10 ~ME STI>IFS)
S, BASIC TID AND TO/dAS-W.-R.
6. DEcaITRAlJZEO 2ft
7. MAJORITY VOTE lOaGNG

Figure 12 Concurrency Control Algorithms
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5.C. CURRENT KNOWLEDGE BASE

The

rule

base

~~

contains at

We

time

of

~

50

rules.
This prototype rule set is able to solve sufficientlya limited number of test cases.
Figure 13
exhibits one deduction rule.

~ul~2

\C

,

c .. ndid .. ~~ X

'0'~ .. _.~ ..donly equal.. V _ Z
upd..

'"'

nUQber or conflict. equal" P - K
and -

-

y l"_le.,,_oqu&l O.S _ 1

..,

t~.n

number_of_contlict .. reque .. t a _ v

-,

upd"te_r""donly equal.. Y - V
number_of_conrllct....qual" a _ v
"'tll

.. t • • n.ctll(

0.8, 1.21 .

Figure 13 Deduction Rule
The fact base contains a fact with the name of the
currently

running concurrency control method and a

of relationship factors.
These relationships are
implemented for
three ranges per parameter
(value
high,
medium or low).
Figure 14 displays a subset

set
only
is
of

these facts.
update_readonly(algl,O.~,O.7).

update_readonly(algl,O.65,l.2l.
update_readonly(algl,1.O,O.5).
update_readonly(alg2,O.~,1.3).

update_readonly(alg2.0.65,O.5).
update_readonly(alg2.1.0, ,0.35).

Figure 14 E'acts
5.0. EXPERT SYSTEM IN OPERATION
Initially

the

adaptation

manager is in

a

wait

loop
t.;ai ting for the next parameter set from the system
interface.
The expert system is not in operation. At
some

point the system interface receives some new

data
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from

the

parameter

distributed

data base and

generates

a

new

set that is passed to the adaptation manager.

The parameter set is displayed in figure 15.

The system

interface was not part of this work and is therefore
only simulated with UNIX commands and prepared data by a
programmer.
parameters([
[update_readonly,number_of_conflicts , response_time.
rollback cost,ce overhead,number of messages,
_
gemantlcs,:ran~actlon_9ize,b~ocki~lay,arriv~1_ratelJ
[O.6~,O.3,O.6,O,O·~IO'~JO,O.J,O.6,0.~],

p~~

[0.8,0.85,O.7,0.6,1.0,0.5,O.1,O.7,O.9,O.4J, _
~U')
(0,9,0.8,0.85,1.0,0.8,0.7,0.9,0.9,0.9,0.85]""'1

IJ··

Figure 15 Parameter Set
The

adaptation

manager

~

~ ~~' .

""'~v

:Cv""'"

~
1-

loads this parameter

set

and

detects that the response time has fallen beyond the
predefined level (0.65). It is decided to run a test for
a more suitable concurrency control algorithm on the
expert system and an initialization message is sent to
the expert system.
Figure 16 displays this message. The
currently
running concurrency control algorithm is
algorithm 1 (optimistic).

--------------

forward(response_time equals P-Z,
[algl/O.5,algZ/O.5,alg3/0.5,alg4/0.5,
alg5/0.5,alg6/0.5,a!g7/0.5j,
~ew, O. [j,Solutionl,

Figure 16 Initialization Message

--

{).~

The expert system starts operation and goes through five
inference steps (and loads five parameter values) before
is reaches the decision that algorithm 6
(distributed
2PL) is the most suitable with 0.767 suitability. Figure
17 exhibits the trace of this decision making as
is
stored by the historic function.
The
between

adaptation

module

measures

the

distance

the suitability values of currently running and
replacement algorithm.
The distance high and a message
is issued to the system interface to trigger the change.
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: ?- shell.
pnrame~er9

parameters
parameters
parameters
parameters
parameters

The hest

consulted
consulted
consulted
consulted
consulted
consulted

algorith~

0 bytes 0
560 bytes
0 bytes 0
0 bytes 0
0 bytes 0
0 bytes 0

sec.
0.150007 sec.
sec.
SeC.

sec.
SeC.

is Dig6 with certainty 0.167852

Would YOU like to see how?
: :y.
The best algorithm is alg6 with certainty 0.767852
from rule36 with condition(s):
arrival_rote equals 0.1 - 0.6799

".d

from ruleJ5 with condition(s):
rollback_cosl equals 0.75 - 0.6

".d

from

".d

ruleJ~ with condition(s);
updatc_readonly equals 0.85

0.719999

from ruleJJ with condition(sl:
number_oi_messages equals 0.9

".d

0.559999

from ruleJ2 with conditlon(s):
number_of_conflicts equals 0.8 - 0.679999

".d

r~o~

ru1~31

~ith

response_time

condition(s):
equ~19

0.65 - 0.9

Figure 17 Trace of one Run
test is repeated under dynamic conditions.
running algorithm and initial parameter set
During the third step the parameter
remain the same.
set is replaced by new data. The ne~ set is displayed in
figure 18.
The
Currently

parameters([
[Ilpdate_readonly,number_of_conflicts,response_time,
rollback_cost,cc_overnead,number_of_messages,
semantics,transaction_size,blocking_delay,arrival_rate1,
[0.65,0.7,0.6,0,0.5,0.9,0,0.3,0.9,0.5],
[O.8,O.S5,O.7,O.6,1.0,0.5,0.1,0.7,O.9,O.~I,

[O.9,0.8,O.85,1.0,O.8,0.7,O.9,0.9,0.9,0.85J
]l.

Figure 18 Second Parameter Set
The

expert

inference

system

backtracks and makes

5

additional

steps before the algorithm 1 (optimistic)

selected.
Figure
The result does

19 displays the trace of
not lead to a change of

is

this run.
parameters

because the adaptation manager decides that the distance
between currently running and replacement algorithm is
too small.

The predicted performance gain is not satis-

factory to justify the replacement costs.
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: 1- shell.
para~eter"

consulted 560 bytes 0.13334 sec.

pllr....eter!l consulted 0 bytes 0 sec.
parllOleters consulted 0 bY1;es 0 " .. c:.
pnr!l~eter!l

parameters
parameters
parameters
parameters
parameters
parnmeters

consulted
consulted
consulted
consul :ed
consulted
consulted
consulted

0 bytes 0
560 bytes
0 byte" 0
0 bytes 0
0 bye,,,, 0
0 bytes 0
0 bytes 0

sec.
0.150001 sec.
sec.
!Iec.
sec.
sec.
sec.

The best a1li:orithm is algt "ieh certainty 0.926165

Would you like to see how?

: :7The best alll:orithm is algi uith certa.inty O.92.5165
from rulelD with condition!s):
update_readonly equals 0.45 - 0.909999

".d

blocking_delay equals 0.9 _ 0.809999

ood
from ruleS with condition!,,):
updllte_t"eadonl)' equals 0.45

".d

number_of_~essaKes

0.809999

equals 0.9 - 0.35

ood
from rule4 with condition!s}:
update_readonl)'. equals 0.85 -

0.719999

ood
nUOlber_of_conflicts equals 0.8 - 0.1>79999

ood
from rule2 with condltion!s}:
number_of_conflicts equals 0.45 - 0.679999

ood
from rule 1 wi th condi tion (" l ;
response_time equals 0.56 -

0.9

Figure 19 Second Trace

6. CONCLUS IONS

A model for an expert system for the adaptation control
for the concurrency mechanism of a distributed data base
system was proposed.
can be summarized as
expert

The main features of this

system

follo~s:

decision making,

several candidate

algorithms for the concurrency controller are tested
in

parallel on the same parameter

values.

decisions are based on expert knowledge.
decision making under uncertainty,
due to
incomplete

and unorganized knol.;ledge the

The
the
deci-

sions are associated with uncertainty.
dynamic behavior, the expert system reacts to performance changes that occur during the decision
making process.
on-line,
tance.

real-time operation without human ass is-
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A

prototype expert system was implemented in PROLOG and

tested

on

a scenario that represents a subset

of

the

problem space.
There are two directions for further research that
are of interest. First the knowledge base of this system

needs a lot of work.
The performance_ comparison of
concurrency control algorithms is of interest.
Second
other areas in distributed system could be subject to
expert decision making,
too.
In the area of network
partitioning several applications are possible.
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